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period. I suppose that the desiccation of the climate since 1890 must also be taken into account if we wish to explain the small increase of the population since 1890, the drier weather resulting in poor crops.
Again, because of the dry period which began in 1890 the population of the Far West was obliged to abandon large areas which were settled in the preceding wet period. In the wet period there was a sufficient water supply for the farmer—not so at the end of the last and at the beginning of our century, with its smaller rainfall. The diminution of the inhabited area is very clearly to be seen on the maps of density of population published in the United States census reports. I have measured upon the map giving the density of population for 1890 the area which had a population of at least 2 per square mile. This measurement I repeated upon the map for 1900. The following table gives the comparison of the results. The states with an increase in the inhabited area are designated plus; those with a decrease, minus. Because the inhabited region is of different size in the different states I have also calculated the decrease in the inhabited area in percentage of the total area of each state.
variation in the inhabited awia en the western states from 1890 to 1900
Inhabited Area in	Variation, 1880-1900
Sq Kilo-	,                      a
meters, 1890	Sq Kilometers         Per Oent
Montana    .    .    .	130,000	-15,000	-12
Idaho     ....	101,900	-59,200	-58
Wyoming    .    .    .	61,300	- 9,600	-16
Nevada ....	32,400	-27,900	-86
Utah      ....	60,400	- 2,100	- 3
Colorado     .    .    .	199,100	-68,800	-35
Arizona      .    .    .	34,700	- 5,800	-17
New Mexico     .    .	114,200	-69,800	-61
North Dakota .    .	50,800	+38,500	+76
South Dakota  .    .	113,500	+ 1,100	+ 1
Nebraska    .    .    .	153,400	- 6,100	- 4
Kansas ....	186,000	-22,100	-12
Texas    ....	368,800	+14,200	+ 4
Total   .    .    .        1,638,700         -242,800	^15~

